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The EBRD 
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• Operates in 35 countries in Central and Eastern 
Europe, Central Asia and the Southern and Eastern 
Mediterranean

• €8.9 billion average annual business volume in the 
past three years

• €41 billion Banking portfolio (loans, equity/quasi-
equity, instruments supporting trade)

• Engages in policy dialogue

• Established in 1991 to foster transition to market 
economies

• Invests mainly in the private sector projects
• Owned by 65 countries, the EU and the EIB
• €30 billion capital base
• AAA rated

Key operational principles include:
• Sound banking
• Additionality
• Transition impact
• Environmental sustainability 



EBRD’s climate change agenda
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Climate change agenda

Business as usual
Mainstreaming 
climate change 

mitigation/adaptation



EBRD’s climate change agenda:
Business as usual - Environmental & Social Policy
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B-category projects

• Environmental issues are typically site-specific and readily identified and mitigated

Ø Environmental appraisal, generally no formal public consultation

A-category projects

• Adverse future environmental impacts are potentially significant and diverse and cannot readily be 
identified at the time of categorisation

Ø Environmental Impact Assessment and formalised public consultation

C-category projects
• Minimal or no adverse environmental issues
Ø Limited (or no) environmental due diligence



• Since 2006 the EBRD has adopted cross-sectorial strategies:
• to	mainstream	 across the Bank’s operations, and 
• to	increase	 the share of Bank business represented by 
measures which enhance the efficient use of energy and resources (water, materials) and contribute to 
the mitigation of, and adaptation to, climate change. 

• The latest strategy, the Green Economy Transition aims to further scale up the Bank’s green business, 
and to include new areas of activity, such as technology transfer and environmental protection. 

EBRD’s climate change agenda:
Mainstreaming climate change mitigation/adaptation 
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2006 2013 2015

Sustainable Energy Initiative Sustainable Resources 
Initiative

Green Economy 
Transition

• Energy efficiency
• Renewable energy

• Water efficiency 

• Material efficiency

• Adaptation to climate change

• Technology transfers
• Environmental protection



The Green Economy Transition business model
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Targeted	activities:
• Energy and resource 

audits to identify green 
investments

• Integrated technical, 
financial and marketing 
teams to support client 
banks in developing 
sustainable energy lending

• Assessments of risks 
related to climate 
vulnerabilities 

• Transition gaps and 
market scoping studies

POLICY 
DIALOGUE

PROJECTS	&	
INVESTMENTS

TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE

Tailored	 financing	 instruments
• Direct financing
• Indirect-financing via local banks (SEFFs)
• Investment grant support for climate 

technology transfer
• Blended concessional finance so as to 

overcome affordability and risk 
perceptions

Working	 with	governments
• To address sustainability and 

environmental market failures
• To strengthen the institutional and 

regulatory context and create 
optimum conditions for green 
investments to take place



Climate change agenda results: financing
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• € 20.1	billion	cumulative 
EBRD green financing in 
2006–H1 2016

• 1,100	projects EBRD-
financed projects with 
green components with 
€100 billion total value

• 30% the share of green 
financing in total EBRD 
annual business in 2015, 
up from 15% in 2006. 
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Climate change agenda results: physical impacts
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REDUCED

79 million
tonnes of CO2/year

In 2006–H1 2016 

More than the annual 
energy use related CO2
emissions of Romania or 
twice those of Sweden

SAVED

33 million 
m3 of water /year  

In 2013–2015 from 70 
water efficiency projects

Equivalent to a third of the 
annual water consumption 
of the population of Prague

REDUCED

1.1 million 
tonnes of waste /year

In 2013–2015 from 40 
waste efficiency projects

Various streams of waste: 
metals, minerals, 
agricultural waste



Governance: 3 lines of defence
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First line of defence: Banking Vice-Presidency
• business development, working directly with clients to identify and develop/appraise projects
• project implementation support
• environmental monitoring
• lead policy dialogue

Second line of defence: Environmental & Sustainability (reports to Risk Vice-Presidency)
Support and assurance for the operational delivery of sustainability financing activities, including:
• categorisation of projects (A,B, C)
• environmental appraisal of all projects
• monitoring project compliance and performance

Third line/s of defence

Internal Audit (reports to President): focuses on the adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk 
management, internal controls and procedures to ensure, among other:
• compliance with the Environmental Policy; 
• adequacy of environmental appraisal and monitoring; 
• appropriateness of procedures to estimate and report the results of climate change mitigation activities

(or maybe 4?)

Evaluation? (reports to Board of Directors): evaluates the environmental performance dimensions of EBRD-financed 
projects



Extract from Banking operations audit universe

Auditable areas covering climate change related 
activities 
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Business processes (extract)
Investment appraisal :
� Investment appraisal of direct equity
� Credit risk appraisal of loans and guarantees
� Integrity/AML/CTF risk assessment
� Legal risk assessment
� Environmental & social risk assessment
� Procurement risk assessment
� Transition impact/additionality assessment
Management and monitoring:
� Credit risk 
� Equity risk
� Integrity/AML/CTF risk 
� Covenant monitoring, notices, waivers, amendments
� Environmental & social risk monitoring
� Procurement & implementation risk monitoring

� Transition impact monitoring

Specialised products (extract)
Framework operations:
• Small business investments 
• Financial intermediation

• Trade Facilitation Programme

• Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 
frameworks

• Other frameworks

• Equity funds 
Strategic initiatives:
• Sustainable Resources Initiative/Green Economy 

Transition Initiative

• Early Transition Countries Initiative
• Small Business Initiative
• Other initiatives



Main audit risk: 
Reputational (but could also be financial)
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Impact on:
• Shareholders/taxpayers
• Donors
• Investors
• Employees/morale



• Failure to provide sufficient resources to the Environmental team: corners cut; acceptance of 
inappropriate risks

• Inappropriate categorisation of projects (A, B, C): inadequate environmental appraisal

• Inappropriate timing of environmental appraisal: issues identified too late in the process

• No or inadequate public consultation

• Environmental consultants’ failure to identify/highlight significant issues: inadequate scoping of 
assignment; incompetence; bribery, etc.

• Failure to acknowledge or communicate significant environmental issues in new projects: to 
increase likelihood of approval (in a volume driven organisation)

• Failure to include all necessary environmental covenants in the legal documentation signed with 
clients: client reluctance; operational failures

• Inadequate environmental monitoring efforts (by clients, Bankers, Environmental team): clients’ 
failure to implement agreed Environmental Action Plan; environmental issues not 
identified/reported

• Equity investments: environmental issues could have a negative impact on the Bank’s exit price

Key audit  risks in more detail: 
Business as usual
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• Inappropriate, inconsistent or unrecorded estimates of energy savings/emission reductions: highly 
publicised results do not stand up to scrutiny

• Over-ambitious targets: upward pressure on estimates/’creative accounting’

• Focus on positives: no accounting for related negatives (e.g. emission reductions from installation 
of double glazing vs energy expended in producing the double glazing)

• Inadequate environmental monitoring efforts (by clients, Bankers, Environmental team): clients’ 
failure to fully implement agreed green components; Bankers’ failure to ensure that 
disbursements are used for green components

• Failure to perform adequate ex-post validation of estimates: estimating errors not identified; no 
account of project attrition

• Increased risks where projects are financed through financial intermediaries (e.g. SEFFs)

• Related donor funding does not provide sufficient value-for-money

Key audit  risks in more detail: 
Mainstreamimng efforts
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THANK YOU

Role of Internal Audit in the climate change agenda at the EBRD 
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Appendix



Energy and materials efficiency in Turkey 
manufacturing
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CLIENT
The	second	largest	manufacturer	of	PVC	window	
profiles	in	Turkey.	

PROJECT	
Supporting	the	company	in	constructing	a	new	state-
of-the-art	plant	and	in	enhancing	its	plastic	waste	
recycling	capabilities,	both	of	internally	produced	
waste	streams	as	well	as	from	external	collection.

INVESTMENT	PLAN
EBRD	loan € 25	million
of	which	green	finance	 € 7	million

Concessional	parallel	loan	
from	the	Clean	Technology	Fund											€ 1	million

RESOURCE	AUDIT
Audit	funded	by	 the	Government	of	Spain	
recommended	innovative	measures	(payback	time):	
• trigenertaion system	(3	years)
• improved	automation	and	control	(3	years)
• high	efficiency	motors	and	drives	and		(3	years)
• solar	photovoltaics	(7.5	years)
• wastewater	treatment	(5	years)

IMPACT	OF	PROJECT
• The	company	will	increase	plastic	waste	recycling	rates	

from	below	10%	currently	to	over	15%
• Estimated	annual	quantity	of	recycled	plastic	of	800	

tonnes
• Estimated	emission	reductions	of	22,000	tCO2/year



CLIENT
A	Jordanian	shareholding	company,	majority	owned	by	a	
leading	private	real	estate	developer	in	the	MENA	region,	
and	partially	by	a	state-owned	corporation	established	to	
drive	urban	 regeneration	projects.	

PROJECT	
Support	 for	the	construction	of	a	retail	and	entertainment	
centre	as	part	of	the	larger	Abdali Urban	Regeneration	
Project	in	Amman.	This	is	the	largest	mixed-use	
development	undertaken	 in	Jordan.	
EBRD	involvement	contributed	with	special	emphasis	on	
climate	resilience	and	sustainable	resource	use:
• Energy	efficient	design:	highly	efficient	heating	and	

cooling	system	design,	use	of	natural	light.
• Materials	efficiency:	use	of	GGBS	concrete	(ground-

granulated	blast	furnace	slag,	a	metallurgical	by-
product),	 recyclable	polyester	roofing;	

• Water	efficiency:	rain	water	harvesting,	grey	water	
recycling.

INVESTMENT	PLAN
EBRD	loan US$		80	million

of	which	environmental	financing US$		33	million
Total	project	value US$	300million

Integrating resource efficiency and climate resilience in 
buildings in Jordan
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IMPACT	OF	PROJECT
• Advanced	efficiency	measures	in	electrical	systems	and	

district	heating	and	cooling	design	will	lead	to	6,000	tCO2

emission	reductions	annually.
• The	mix	of	materials	used	will	result	in	an	overall	carbon	

footprint	10%	lower	than	common	practice.
• Water	efficiency	measures	enhance	regional	resilience	to	

increasing	water	stress.
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PROGRAMME
The	Western	Balkans	Sustainable	Energy	Financing	Facility	aims	to	
increase	financial	intermediation	for	small-scale	energy	efficiency	
and	renewable	energy	 projects	in	the	region.	
EBRD	has	extended	WeBSEFF credit	lines	to	12	partner	banks	in	
Bosnia	and	Herzegovina,	Croatia,	FYR	Macedonia	and	Serbia.	
Banks	benefit	from	technical	assistance	for	capacity	building	and	
project	origination.	End-borrowers	can	access	incentive	payments	
for	adopting	eligible	efficiency	technologies.	

FINANCING	STRUCTURE
EBRD	WeBSEFF credit	lines	 €152	million
Grant	support	for	incentive		payments	from	the	
EU	Western	Balkans	Investment		Framework													€ 25	million
Technical	assistance	support	from	the	EU	and	
the	EBRD	Special	Shareholders	Fund € 7	million

RESULTS
• 320	projects	signed	in	2009-2015
• Total	investment	value	of	€178	million	(for	72%	of	WeBSEFF

credit	lines	used)
• 255,000	t	of	CO2	of	estimated	annual	emission	reductions
• 700	MWh	of	primary	energy	savings	and	renewable	energy	

generation	annually.

PROJECT	EXAMPLE
• A	Bosnian	SME	,grown	to	become	a	leading	regional	

manufacturer	and	retailer	of	electrical	installation	fixtures.
• WeBSEFF-supported	investment	of	€ 410,000	introduced	two	

plastic	injection	machines,	ultrasonic	welding	machines,	
heaters	and	dryers	for	the	injection	machines.

• Although	production	capacity	has	increased	by	60%,		energy	
consumption	has	decreased	by	80%.	This	enables	a	payback	
period	of	4.8	years	for	the	investment.

Developing sustainable energy financing in 
the Western Balkans 



Supporting public buildings energy efficiency 
in Central Europe 
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PROGRAMME
MunSEFF has	 been	 setup	to	develop	 the	capacity	 of	banks in	
Hungary,	 Romania	 and	Slovakia	to	provide	financing	 for	
municipal	sector	 energy	 efficiency	 opportunities.	

The	 facility	brings	together	 dedicated	 credit	lines,	technical	
assistance	 to	supplement	 local	capacity	in	running	tenders,	 as	
well	as	 grant	support	for	the	 less	 commercial	rehabilitation	
measures	 often	 required	by	these	 projects.	

FINANCING	STRUCTURE
EBRD	 credit	lines	(2009-2014)	 € 105	million
Technical	 Assistance	 from	the	 EU € 5	million
Grant	support	for	 partial	incentive	 payments € 21	million

RESULTS	TO	DATE	(by	 end	of	2015)
• 2	partner	banks	 in	Hungary,	 1	in	Romania	 and	2	in	Slovakia
• 420	projects	 supported	 up	to	date	with	94%	of	the	

MunSEFF funds.	80%	are	 energy	 efficiency	 projects	 in	
buildings,	the	 rest	municipal	infrastructure	 projects,	mainly	
public	lighting.	

• 66	of	 the	projects	are	 implemented	 under	concession	 or	
long-term	maintenance	 or	supply	contracts.

• 18,000	tonnes	 of	CO2 estimated	 annual	emission	
reductions	and	 88GWh	of	 primary	energy	 savings.	

PROJECT	EXAMPLE
• Refurbishment	 of	the	 heating	system	 of	a	primary	school	in	

the	municipality	of	Szombathely	 (of	 80,000	inhabitants)	
leading	 to	30%	energy	 savings	 	

• The	 executing	 company,	entered	 into	an	12	years	 energy	
supply	contract	with	the	public	authority,	and	delivered	
measures	 leading	to	30%	energy	 savings.	

• The	 company	 benefited	 from	 a	MunSEFF loan	of	€30,000	and	
an	incentive	 payment	 of	€4,500.	



Sustainable energy financing support for 
Moroccan food manufacturer
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CLIENT	AND	PROJECT
A	family-owned	 Moroccan	 SME	 producing	confectionary	
products	for	local	and	export	markets.

EBRD	 is	providing	support	for	 the	construction	and	
operation	 of	a	new	production	site	on	the	outskirts	 of	
Casablanca.	 The	 total	investment	 value	is	of	€15	million.

INVESTMENT	PLAN
EBRD	 loan	(in	Moroccan	Dinars)																				€ 4.6	million

of	which	finance	 for
sustainable	 energy	measures	 																			€ 2.2	million

Grant	support	for	 adopting		
advanced	 technologies € 0.3	million

Other	 commercial	and	own	financing											€ 10.4	million

SUSTAINABLE	ENERGY	MEASURES
Assessment	 funded	 by	the	EBRD	 Special	Shareholders	 Fund	
evaluated	 feasibility	of	 on-site	 PV	generation	 and	
recommended	 additional	energy	 efficiency	 measures	
(average	 payback	 of	 6	years):

• Roof-mounted	 PV	system
• Ice-based	 energy	 storage	 system	 to	balance	 daily	energy	

use	 and	supply	between	 cooling	and	 	cold	storage	 needs
• Energy	 management	 system	 and	ISO	50001
• Energy	 recovery	 from	 furnace	 chimney
• High-grade	 thermal	insulation	of	building.

TECHNOLOGY	TRANSFER	SUPPORT
The	 project	benefits	 from	partial	grant	support	from	 EBRD’s	 FINTECC	
programme	 which	aims	to	accelerate	 the	uptake	 of	 advanced	
resources	 efficiency	 technologies	 in	countries	with	low	market	
penetration	 levels	 and	underdeveloped	 supply	chains.

IMPACT	OF	PROJECT
• Fuel	savings	 of	some	 600	tonnes	 of	oil	 and	annual	emission	

reductions	of	 2,200	tonnes	 of	CO2 (equivalent	 to	the	annual	
footprint	from	driving	500	average	 household	cars	 in	the	UK).	

• At	the	time	of	 signing,	the	planned	roof-mounted	 solar	
installation	of	1.4	MW	was	 the	largest	 of	its	kind	in	Morocco.	



Climate resilience: 
Improving Tajikistan’s hydropower sector
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CLIENT	AND	PROJECT
Support	 to	the	Tajik	state-owned	power	utility	for	
financing	the	rehabilitation	of	two	units	at	the	
Qairokkum hydro	power	plant.	The	output	of	the	plant	
supplies	electricity	to	500,000	people.
This	will	increase	capacity	of	the	plant	from	126MW	to	
142MW	and	strengthen	the	plant’s	resilience	against	the	
projected	impacts	of	climate	change.	

TECHNICAL	ASSISTANCE
Resources	of	US$	4.7	million	from	the	EBRD	Special	
Shareholder	Fund,	the	Government	of	Austria	and	the	
UK,	support	 the	technical	evaluation	of	the	project	and	
capacity	building	to	integrate	climate	resilience	
considerations	in	plant	operations.	

ADAPTATION	COMPONENT	
• Rehabilitation	of	hydro	power	plant	to	make	its	

operation	more	climate-resilient
• Design	of	the	upgrade	to	include	climate	resilience	

considerations	by	modelling	future	hydrology	under	a	
range	of	climate	change	scenarios

• Turbine	upgrade	and	spillway	capacities	adjusted	to	
optimise	power	generation	and	safety	across	the	
range	of	projected	hydrological	conditions.

FINANCIAL	STRUCTURE
EBRD loan US$50million
PPCR*	funds,	of	which				 US$21	million

Loan US$10	million		
Grant	 US$11	million		

*The	Climate	 Investment	Funds	(CIF)
Pilot	 Programme	for	Climate	
Resilience	 (PPCR)



Opening up the Ukrainian renewable energy market
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INTEGRATED	APPROACH
The	Ukraine	Sustainable	Energy	Lending	Facility	
(USELF)	 is	an	EBRD	programme aiming	to	open	and	
develop	the	renewable	energy	market	in	Ukraine.	
USELF	makes	available:	
• EBRD	debt	financing	for	developers
• Concessional	financing	resources	from	the	Clean	

Technology	Fund.	
• Institutional	and	policy	dialogue	and	legal	and	

technical	 assessment	 of	individual	projects	
funded	by	the	Global	Environment	Facility,	
Swedish	International	Development	 Corporation	
and	Japanese	 donors.

SOLAR	POWER	PROJECT
Support	for	the	construction	of	a	4.5MW	solar	
power	plant	in	Southern	Ukraine:

EBRD	loan € 4.5	million									
CTF	concessional	 loan	 € 1.6	million
Sponsor	equity € 4.7	million	

Electricity	 generation	of	5,000	MWh	/year
Estimated	 emission	reductions	of		5,300	tCO2/year	

WIND	POWER	PROJECT
Support	for	the	construction	of	a	9.9MW	wind	farm	in	
the	West	of	Ukraine:

EBRD	loan € 7.6	million									
CTF	concessional	 loan	 € 3.0	million
Sponsor	equity € 7.4	million	

Electricity	 generation	of	25,000	MWh	/year
Estimated	 emission	reductions	of		22,000	tCO2/year	



Climate finance support to boost efficiency in 
Kazakhstan’s district heating
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CLIENT
Two	district	heating	subsidiaries	of	CAEPCO	 (Central	Asia	
Electric	Power	Corporation)	 ,	a	private	sector	power	and	
district	heating	company	in	Central	and	Northern	
Kazakhstan	.

PROJECT	
Support	 for	priority	 investments	in	modernisation	of	
district	heating	systems	in	the	cities	of	Petropavlovsk,	
Pavlodar	and	Ekibastuz (combined	population	of	700,000).	
These	include:	
• replacement	of	pipe	networks
• insulation	of	heating	pipes
• modernisation	of	central	heating	sub-stations	

(increased	automation,	replacement	of	pumps,	etc)
• automated	system	of	control	and	monitoring	of	heating	

energy	use.

INVESTMENT	PLAN
EBRD	loans	in	KZT	(local	currency) € 22	million
Concessional	parallel	loans	
from	the	Clean	Technology	Fund																US$	10	million
The	CTF	tranches	address	local	affordability	constraints		in	
order	to	optimise	the	pace	of	modernisation	investments.	

IMPACT	OF	PROJECT
• Eventual	reduction	of	network	heat	losses	by	10%	per	year	

will	result	in	reduced	coal	consumption	and	estimated	
annual	emission	reductions	of	128,000	tCO2

• Climate	technology	 transfer:	enabling	the	introduction	of	
advanced	automation	technology	 in	the	Kazakh	district	
heating	sector.


